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CHAPTER 1=

T-HE MODEL.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Optimal Supply and Maintenance Model (OSAMM) is designed

to simultaneously optimize support and maintenance policies for a

new equipment. Inputs o the model are limited to the types of

information that should be available early in development when the

maintenance concept is being formulated. The model determines

o~timal Maintenance Task Distributions (MTD) and Replacement Task

Distributions (RTD) for the major items in an equipment. It also

compares the cost of throwing away an item with the cost of

repairs. In making these decisions the model considers the

spares, special test equipment and special repairmen that will be

needed to support the maintenance policy. Other costs such as

transportation, cataloging and documentation are also considered.

The SESAME model is used in OSAMM to optimize supply. It
should be noted, however, that the model is not designed to

replace SESAME. The OSAMM model should be used early in

development to help establish a maintenance concept when detailed

data on a new equipment is unknown. The SESAME model should be

used later in development after the maintenance concept has bee-

determined and more detailed d. .a is available.

1,2 INDENTURE LEVELS

The model looks at three levels of indenture within an end

item; components, modules and piece parts. The end ii.em in Figure

1 is broken down into two components. Component 1 is composed of

three modules, and component 2 is composed of two modules. There
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is a mcdule 3 in b(th component 1 and component 2. The

applications listed on the bottom of the figure descri,-e how the

components and modules are assembled. Piece parts contained in

the modules are not *hown- Since detailed piece part data is not

generally available in early dcvelopment, the piece parts are

considered only in an aggregate manner.

The model is basel on application3. This gives OSAMM greater

flexibility than most models. Commonality within an end iteia can

be considered. The same module may be contained in two different

components, e.g. module 3 in Figure 1. Since failure data is

input by application, the model can account for the fact that the

module may have a different failure rate depending on the

component in which it is installed.

The maintenance decisions made by the model are output by

application. The model will describe what should be done when the
end item fails due to the failure of a certain module in a certain
component. As an example, suppose that the end item pictured in
Figure 1 has failed because module 3 has failed in component 2.

The model might suggest that the end item be repaired at the

organizational level, component 2 be repaired at the direct

support unit (DSU) and module 3 be repaired at the depot. If

module 4 had caused the failure, however, the model might suggest

that because module 4 requires more skill and more expensive test

equipment to remove, repair of componeat 2 ahouLd be done at t

general support unit (GSU). The model will also determine which

components and modules should be thrown away instead of repaired.
This information is ultimately used to develop MTD's and RTD's for

individual components and modules.

Occasionally there are parts or groups of parts that do not

fit exactly into the indenture level structure. These parts or

groups can be designated as pseudo components or pseudo module6.
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One example of a pseudo component would be a component that

cont~ains no modules and has a washout rate of one. Another would

be a set of wires connecting components. In general, a pseudo

component is not repaired. it is not removed and replaced as a

unit, unless it consists of only one part. When parts that make

up a pseudo component are replaced, the end item is repaired

directly. Since the end item and not the component is repaired by

such a maintenance action, special test equipment or spe::ial

repairmen required are associated with end item repair as

described in paragraph 1.3b below. Repair times should be

considered in the development of the end item mean time to repair.

In order for a group of parts to be combtned into a pseudo

module, they must be contained in a component which is removed and

replaced as a unit. Replacement of the parts will repair the

component outside of the end item. Special test equipments or

special repairmen needed are associated with the application as

described in paragraph 1.3e. Repair times should be considered in

the development of the mean time to repair for the component.

The difference between a pseudo component and a pseudo module

lies more in how repair is accomplished rather than in the actual

construction. Suppose an automobile is considered as an end item.

The engine would clearly be a major component. Considering the

spark plugs as a pseudo module would mean that when the spark

plugs fail, the engine (component) will be replaced with a new

engine. The old enginv will be placed In stock aft•r the apark

plugs are changed. This is obviously not how one goes about

changing the spark plugs in a car. The car (end item) is repiired
directly without removing the engine. The spark p)lugs .ould
therefore be considered as a pseudo component. A spark plug

wrench would be listed with special test equipme|t needed to

repair the end item when the spark plug pseudo component fails.

-. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~- - -



1.3 SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT AND SPECIAL REPAIRMEN

A special test equipment or special repairman is pculiar at

an echelon if it is not currently located at that echelon. A

decision to perform a repair action requiring the use of such an

equipment or repairman at that echelon would necessitate an

addition to the equipment or skill level already there. New

piece., of equipment would have to be purchased, or repairmen with

skillz not common to the echelon would have to be moved in. The

model assumes that if an equipment/repairman is peculiar to an

echelon it will be peculiar to all echelons below that echelon.

An equipment that is peculiar at a GSU cannot be common at a DSU,

for example. On the other hand, an equipment/repairman common at

a higher echelon may be peculiar at lower echelons. Common depot

equipment may be peculiar to the retail echelons. The placement

of special test equipment/repairmen can be constrained allowing

the user to prevent their deployment below a specified echelon.

Special test equipment and repairmen are needed for five

different kinds of repair actions:

a. Repair end item whenever it fails.

The equipment/repairman is needed whenever the end item

fails and is required until the end item is repaired.

b. Repair ,n.d iten when it fails due to the f ilure of a

specific component.

The equipment/repair is not normally needed to repair the end

item, but it is needed when a specific component fails. One

example of this type of equipment would be an equipment needed tc

realign cr tune the end item when a specific component,

replaced. Another would be an equipment needed to remove ar.d

r
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replace a speclf'ic compuncnt. These equipmenLs/repairmen are

-needed for a tine period waich is input, by the user.

c. R~epair J Cou:iponteiit whenever it, failu.

The equipment/repairman is needed whenever the component

fails and is required until the component is repaired.

d. Repair a module whenever it fails.

e. Repair a component when it fails due to the failure of a

specific module.

The equipment/repairman is not normally needed to repair

the component, but it is needed when a specific module fails.

(See b above).

Note: An equipment or repairman can be used for more

than one of the above purposes and can be used on any nuwber of

different components and module,.

1.4 COST FACTORS

One time and annual recurring costs are both considered in

*the model. Comparisons are made using the net present value

method as per DODI 7041.3. Details are given in Appendix B.

Full deployment is assumed in year 1. This means cost

estimates produced are not true life cycle costs, but are useful

for ranking policy alt.ernatives. This approach was taken to

simplify data requirements and processing with the expectation

that this would not unduly bias choice of one alternative over

another. It does tend to exaggerate the impact of costs which

will phase in over time, so some refinements to the current model

...-.................-..-.-.-..-.-.-.-..---.. ,.....



may ultimately be necessary. Note that not only do annual costs

such as requisition processing build up to full 'eployinent levels,

but even "one-time" costs such as purchase pri Q for test

equipment, arQ not really all incurred at one time; test

equipment, for example, nued only be deployed a3 the weapon system

is introduced over time to additional fighting units.

2z
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CHAPTER 2

INPUT

2.1 INPUT CARD DECK

The data for the model is ioput on 80 column data cards as

described below. All cards are mandatory except where noted. The

input deck is summarized in Figure 2. The first card in the deck

is the end item card containing general information about the end

item. Following this card is a card with a list of

equipments/repairmen identi fication numbers. The s e

equipments/repairmen are needed to repair the end item whenever it

fails as described in 1.3a. This card is optional. The next set

of cards lists the identification numbers of equipments/repairmen

that are needed to repair the end item when specific componeats

fail as describea in 1.3b. These cards are also optional, but if

they are used, there must be two cards for each component that has

this type of equipment/repairman associated with it. If used,

this set of cards must be followed by a card with 9999 in columns

1-4 to signal the end of thiý data.

The next card is the deployment information card which

contains SESAME type input data about the supply support

structure. The policy selector card tollows the deploynment card.

The GEMM maintenance policies that are to be considered are listed

on thi3 card. (See Table 1). After the policy selector card

comes the echelon parameters card. This card contains information

about the maintenance echelons. The final card in this group is

Dne cost parameters card which has some overall cost information.

The special test equipment caraa are next in the deck. These

cards contain all of the data for 3pecial test equipwent. The
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1 ORG 2 = DSU 3 A .GSU 4 = DEPOT 5 - Throwaway

Policy Number End Item Repair Component Repair -. Module Repair

1 1 1 1
2 1 1 2
3 1 1 3
4 1 1 4
5 1 1 5
6 1 2 2
" 7 1 2 3
8 1 2 4
9 1 2 5

10 1 3 3
11 1 3 4
12 1 3 5

L • 13 1 4 4
14 1 4 5

* 15 1 5 5
"16 2 2 2
17 2 2 3
18 2 2 4
19 2 2 5
20 2 3 3
21 2 3 4

[-22 2 3 5

: 23 2 4 4
24 2 4 5
25 2 5 5
26 3 3 3
27 3 3 4
28 3 3 5
29 3 4 4
30 3 4 5

| 31 3 5 5
32 4 4 4

33 4 4 5
34 4 5 5
35 5 5 5
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user gives each type of special test equipment an identification

number between 1 and 30. The equipment cards need not 1e in any

particular order. This 3et of cards must be followed by a card

with 99 in columns 1 and 2. if there are no special test

equipments, simply place a card with 99 in columns 1 and 2 after

the cost parameter card.

The special repairman data cards follow the special test

equipment cards. There can be one, two or four cards for each

type of repairman. If there is only one set of cost data for a

repairman only one card is necessary. Two cards are used if there

is separate data for the wholesale and retail echelons. Finally,

if there are different costs at each echelon for a repairman that

performs the same functions, four card3 are needed. If there are

multiple data cards for a single repairman, they must be kept in

the specified order. The special repairman cards are followed by

a card with 99 in columns I and 2. If there are no special
repairmen, two cards with 95 in columns 1 and 2 must be placed

after thu .4ecial te-t equipmennt data instead of one. if there

are neither special test equipments nor special repairmen, the two

cards with 99 in the first two columns follow the cost parameters

card.

The special repairmen are also Given identification numbers

between 1 and 30. These numbers must be different than the

numbers given to the special test equipment. Thus, there can be

no more than a total of thirty special test equipments and special

repairmen.

The component data cards which follow the repairman cards

contain information about the individual components. There are

one or two cards for each component. The first card contains the

component information. The preprocessor uses the identifications

which must be different for each component and module. Component

1/-
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and module names arc input only fodr the convenience of the user.

The zeeond. card, which is optional. contains the identification

numbver of the equipmients/repairmicn which are needed to repair the

component .(Soe 1.3c). if ther'e :Lre two uards for a component,

they must be iept together and in 'the proper order. Otherwise,

the -component cards may be arrang;ed by any order. A card with

9 9 9r' in the fir.st four columns should follow the component cards.

The pseudo component cards follow the regular *,omponent

cards. These cards are optional. The price and weight should be

the price and weight of parts consumed during an averzige repair

action. The MTBF should be the MTBr of a representative part.

This entry -will be converted to failures per year and will be

multiplied in the main program by the number of parts to give the

total number of component failures per end item per year. There

is one data card for each pseudo component. Since these

components themselves are not reparable, no special test

equipments or repairmen are listed here. Equipments/repairmen

needed for maintenance actions associated with a pseudo component

are repairing the end item and must be listed with

equipments/repairmen used to repair the end item when the specific

pseudo componeit fails (see 1.3b). This set of cards i. followed

by a card with 9999 in the first four columns. If there are no

pseudo components, two cards with 9999 in the first four columns

must follow the regular component cards.

The module data cards follow the component card3 and are

arranged in exactly the same manner. The identification numbers

listed are those of 'the equipment/repairmen used to repair the

modules as described in 1.3d. Failure inf'ormation is input with

the applications. The module data is also followed by a card with

9999 in th-e first four column:;.

The pseudo module cards follow the regular module cards.

bL|



These cards are also optional. The price and weight da ýa should

be the price and weight of part.- consumed during an av.rzge repair

action. As with regular modules, the failure information is input

with the application data. The MTBF should be the MTBF of a

representative part. This entry will be converted to failures per

year and will be multiplied in the main program by the number of

parts to give the total number of nodule failures per year. Since

these modules themselves are not reparatle, no special test

equipments or repairmen are listed nerQ. Equipment3/repairmen

needed for maintenance actions associated with a pseudo module are

repairing the component and must be listed with the application

(see 1.3e). This set of cards is followed by a card with 9999 in

the first four columns. If there are no pseudo modules, two cards

with 9999 in the first four columns must follow the regular module

c a r ds.

The final set of cards in the input deck contains the

application data s As with component and module data, there can be

one or two cards for each application. The first lists a module

and the components to which it belongs. Since there can be

several copies of the same module in the end item, a module may

appear in several applications. The failure data is also on the

first application card. Thus, the failure rates depend not only

on the module itself, but also on where it is installed. The

second card associated with an application is optional. This card

contains the identification number5 vf the equ• .... rmen

that are needed to repair the component listed when the failure is

due to the module listed as described in 1.3e. These equipments

are not needed every time the component fails.

Equipments/repairmen needed every time the component fails should

not be listed here since they are already listed with the

component. This second card nlso contains the length of time for

which each of the equipments/repairmen listed is needed. Tre tvo

cards for an application must be kept together and in the proper



order. Otherwise, th-e appLi.aation cards may also be arranged in

any order'. The last car4.,of the input deck following the

application data must haave a 9999 in columna 1 to 4.

L 2.2 INPUT 'FORMAT
L

The .imput. variabLes are liated below. Definitions of input

variables are given in Appendix C. Some of the variables have

default values which will be used if a zero is input or if the

data field for that variable is left blank. Care should be taken

when using default values since the correct values may change, but
the defaults may not reflect the change for some time.

All data entries should be right justified in their field

unless otherwise noted. The -decimal point will automatically be

placed so that the entry has the number of decimal places

indicated. The user may insert his own decimal point which will

override the assumed decimal puint.

As an ,example, suppose the variable SAMPLE is to be input i.n

card columns (cc) 25-30 with 2 decimal places. The following
I.I

cc 25 26 27 28 29 30

I I I 1 I I

I I I I I I II0 2 5

would-set SAMPLE equal to 10.25. The following

cc 25 26 27 28 29 30
I I I I I I I

I 2 5 3 7 5
w o l I I S e

would set SAMPLE equal to 25.375.



End Itein Card

Variable Units Default cC Decimal Places

End Item Identification Alphanumeric None 1-8 N/A

End Item Price Dollars None 10-19 0

Operating Life Years None 21-23 0

Operating Hours/Year Hours None 25-31 0

Mvan Time Between Failures
(MTBF) Hours None 33-39 1

Mean Time to kepair End
Item (MTR) Hours .5 41-45 2

Availability Target N/A None 49-51 3

Erroneous Removal Rate N/A .1 56-57 2

Number (Quantity) of
Equipment/Repairmen Types
for End Item Repair N/A 0 59-60 INTEGER

Indicator (1) for Equipment/
Reiafirauat S,j Described in Para 1.3b N/A 0 62 INTEGER

MTBF multiplier N/A 1. 64-68 2

*All MTBFs are multiplied by this factor. It is used when performing sensitivity
analysis.



Equipment/Repairmen to Repmir End Item Whienever it Fails

(Optional)

This card is needed if there is a number other than 0 in card

columns 59-60. Special test equipment/repairmen that are needed

whenever the end item fails (1.3a) are listed on this card.

Equipment identification numbers are listed (right juutified) in

cc

1-2, 3-4, 5-6, ... , 59-60

If the number in cc 59-60 of end item card is 0 (blank) this card

should be omitted.



Equipment/Repairmen to Repair End Item When Specific

Components Fail (Optional)

If a 1 is placed in column 62 of the end item card, special

test equipment/repairmen that are needed to repair the end it m

when specific components fail (1.3b) must be entered as follows.

Two data cards are required for each component that needs

equipment/repairmen for this purpose. If this type data is input,

it must be followed by a card with 9999 in columns 1-4.

Decimal

Variable Unit3 Defaults cc Places

Card I

Component Identification Alphanumeric N/A 1-4 N/A

Number (quantity) of N/A None 7-8 INTEGER
equip/rep type asso-
ciated with this
component

Card 2

First equipment/Repairman N/A None 1-2 INTEGER

Identification number

Time Needed Hourz None 4-8 2

Second Equipment/ N/A None 9-10 INTEGER
Repairman Identification
Number

Time Neuded Uourz None i2-16 P

Third Equipment/Repairman N/A None 17-18 INTEGER
Identificatiun Number

Time Needed Hour• None 20-24 2

/7



Deploment Inf..mat ion Card

Variable . Unit. Default cc Decimal Places

Reoail Stockage Criteria (RSC) None 1 INTEGER

SESAME Support System V V Vertical
D- DIrect Exchange None 2 N/A

Indicator N , Nonvertical

Claimants N/A None

Number of Shops at:

or 8g 3-6 0
DSU 7-10 0
GSU 11-14 0

Density 15-20 0

Order Ship Time (OST) Days None

Org-DSU 21-24 1
DSU-GSU 25-28 1
GSU-DEPOT 29-32 1

Procurement Lead Time Days None 33-36 1

Contact Team Delay Time Days None 37-40 1

Operuting Level Days None

Org 42-45 0
DSU 46-49 0
GSU 50-53 0

Policy Selection Card

Place a I in card I column if GEMM maintenance policy I is to be considered.

Default is 0 which means policy will not be considered.



-. a

Echelon Parameters Card

Variable Units Default cc Deciial Places

Shift Hours Per Day Hours
Org 16 1-2 0
DSU 12 3-4 0
GSU 8 5-6 0
DEPOT 8 7-8 0

Days in Workweek Days
Org 7 10-11 0
DSU 5 12-13 0
GSU 5 14-15 0
DEPOT 5 16-17 0

Common Labor Rate Dollars
Org 6.00 19-22 2
DSU 9.00 23-26 2
GSU 17.25 27-30 2
DEPOT 17.25 31-34 2

Distance Between Echelons Miles
Org-DSU 7 36-41 0
DSU-GSU 250 42-47 0
GSU-DEPOT 3500 48-53 0

Transportation Cost per Dollars
Pound-Mile

Org-DSU .01 55-61 5
DSU-GSU .00029 62-68 5
GSU-DEPOT .0003 69-75 5

F.

f.



L

Cost Parameter Card

Variable Units Default cc Decimal Places

First Year Cataloging CoQS Dollars 555.00 11-16 2

Subsequent Years Cataloging Dollars 138.00 18-23 2
Cost (par year)

Annual Cost to Maintain Item Dollars 30.00 25-3U 2
in ASL

Inventory h1oldIng Cost N/A .UJ(3X) 36-37 2
Percentage

Cost per Requisition Dollars 20.20 39-44 2

Cost of Technical Dollars 200.00 46-51 2
Documentation per page

One Time Cost to Add a Line Dollars 187.00 53-58 2
to ASL

I./

i



Special Test Equipment

(one card per equipment)

Variable Units Default cc )ecimal Places

Equipment Identification

Number N/A None 1-2 INTEGER

Equipment Price *

(Each, Excluding
Development) Dollars None 4-11. 0

Useful Life Years End Item Life 13-15 0

Annual Maintenance Cost
Pactor (CF) N/A .27 19-20 2

Other One Time Initial
Costs* (Each) Dollars 0 22-28 0

Availability N/A .65 32-33 2

Highest Echelon at
Which Peculiar I - Org. 4 35 INTEGER

2 - DSU
3 - GSU

4 - D'POT

Lowest Echelon at Which
Can be Placed 1 36 INTEGER

*These costs are for one unit of the special test equipment and will be multiplied

by the quantity deployed.

(2/



Special Rupui'men Data

UpLo.n L - Sam• u (Ls for AlL Lchelons

Variable UniL$ UDfZIu1L cc Decimal Places

Repair-men IdentificaLion N/A None 1-2 INTEGER
Number

MiIiary/Civilian Indicator 1 - Military 1 6 INTEGER
2 - Civilian

Annual Salary Dollars None 8-12 a

Salary Loading Factor (LF) N/A Mil .682 16-17 2
Civ .45

Training Cost per Man Dollars None 19-23 0

Turnover Years Mil 2.5 25-28 2
Civ 5.0

Availability N/A .70 32-33 2

Highest Echelon at Which 4 35 INTEGER
Peculiar

Lowest Echelon at Which 1 36 INTEGER
Can be Placed

• • m I I I I I I I I



Special Repairmen Data

Option 2 - Di~ffrent Costs for Wholesale and Retail Echelons

Card I Retail CostS

Variable Units Default cc Decimal Places

Repairmen Wdentification N/A None 1-2 INTEGER
Number

"2" Place a 2 in this column 4 INTEGL.R

Military/Civilian Indicator 1 - Military 1 6 INTEGER
2 - Civilian

Annual Salary Dollars None 8-12 0

Salary Loading Factor (LF) N/A Mil - .682 16-17 2
Civ = .45

Training Cost Dollars None 19-23 0

Turnover Years Mil 2.5 25-28 2
Civ 5.0

Availability N/A .70 32-33 2

Highest Echelon at Which NIA 4 35 INTEGER
Peculiar

Lowest Echelon at Which N/A 1 36 INTEGER
Can Be Placed

*_



Skecial tgairaen Data

Option 2 - Different Costs for Wholosalo and Retail Echelon

Car~d 2 Whoesale Costs

Variable Units Default cc DeciMal Places

Military/Civilian Indicatur 1 . Military 1 6 INTEGER
2 - Civil-Ian

Annual Salary Dollars None 8-12 0

Salary Loading Factor N/A Mil -. 682 16-17 2
Civ -. 45

Training Cost Dollars None 19-23 0

Turnover Years Mil 2.5 25-28 2
Civ 5.0

--, LI.
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Special Repairmen Data

Optiun 3 - Different CosL6 for Each Echelon

Card 1 - Organization

Variable Units Default cc Decimal Places

Repairman Identification N/A None 1-2 INTEGER

Number

"4" Place a 4 in thiu coiuimi 4 INTEGER

Military/Civilian Indicator I = Military 1 6 INTEGER
2 = Civilian

Annual Salary Dollars None 8-12 0

Salary Loading Factor N/A Mil .682 16-17 2
Civ .45

Training Costs Dollars None 19-23 0

Turnover Years Mil 2.5 25-28 2
Civ 5.0

Availability N/A .70 32-33 2

Highest Echelon at Which N/A 4 35 INTEGER

Lowest Echelon at Which N/A 1 36 INTEGER

Fi

Can Be Placed

I L



Special Repeairman Data

Option 3 - Different CostG for Each Echelon

Card 2 DSU

Variable Units Default cc DOecimal Places

x4litary/Civilian I - Military 1 6 INTEGER
Indicator 2 - Civilian

Annual Salary Doil.ars None 8-12 0

Salary Loading Factor N/A Mil - .682 16-17 2
CivU .45

Training Cost Dollars None 19-23 0

Turnover Years Mil - 2.5 25-28 2

Civ - 5.0

Card 3 - GSU

Same format its (Card 2 above.

Card 4 - DEPOT

L

Same format as Card 2 above.

I1
I --
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Componenft Data

Card 1I

Variable UniLs Du.fault cc Deciinal Places

Component Identificat ion Alphanumeric None 1-4" N/A

(Do not use 9999)

Component Name Alphanu.neric None 5-14 N/A

Component Price Dollar:; None 1.5-21 2

Weight pounds None 22-27 2

EssentialitY Code N/A None 28 INTEGER

Washout Rat( N/A None 30-33 3

Repairman Time .5 3-_
to Repair the Component Hours .25 34-38

Number of Pages of 0

Technical Documentaiion NiA None 39-42

New NSN Indicator I if NSN exists
0 is no NSN 0 43 T3TV.ER

exist s

Number (quantity) of

Special Test Equipment 44-45 INTEGER
Types 

N/A

Number (quantity) of
Special Repairmen N/A 46-47

Types 
INTEGER

*LEFT JUSTIFIED



Car~d 2 - q ZR-a~n r4"U.1 Compoent

(Not aeded it both iwmbec of eqiuips and number of repairmen is 0)

Variable Units Default cc Declml Places

F'irst ",jApncfbpairman. i-2
IAenif icat ion Number

Second Equipment,/Repa irman 3-4
Ident if ication Number

Third Equipment/Repa irman. 5-6
Ident if icatiLon Number

AS MANS AS NEEDED

* 9

Thirtieth Equipment/Repairman 59-60
Ident if icat ion Number



Pseudo Component Data

Variable Units Default cc l;4cimal Places

Pseudo Component
Identif icat ion
(Do not use 9999) Alphanumeric None 1-4* N/A

Pseudo Component
Name Alphanumer ic None 5-14 N/A

Price of Parts
Consumed Per
Average Repair Action Dollars None 15-21 2

Weight of Parts
Consumed Per
Average Repair Action Pounds None 22-27 2

Essentiality Code N/A None 28 INTEGER

Total. Number
of Parts N/A None 29-33 0

Number of Parts
Needing a New NSN N/A None 34-38 0

Mean Time Between
Failures (MTBF)

for Representative
Parrt Hours None 39-47 0

•*LEFT JUSTIFIED

* S
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,Module Data

-Card I

Variable Units 4aelault cc Dec•.nmal Places

.Module Identif i.ation
(Do -UGt use 9999) Alpbanumeric None .1%4* N/A

Module Name Alphanumeric kNone 5-14 1 N/A

Module Price Dollars Nvne 15-21 2

Walght Pounds None .22-27 2

.Essentiality Code N/A . None 28 INTEGER

Washout Rate N/A None 30-33 3

Repairman Time
to Repair the Module Hours .25 34-38 2

Number of Pages of
Technical Documentation N/A None 39-42 0

New NSN Indicator 1 if NSN 0 43 INTEGER
exists
0 if no NSN
exists

Number (quantity) of
Special Test Equipment
Types N/A 0 44-45 INTEGER

Number (quantity) of
Special Repairmen Types N/A 0 46-47 INTEGER

Average Time to Repair
Module iucludixi- wait'ng
time NOT including
shipping time to another
echelon** Days None

ORG 48 -50 0

DSU 51-53 0
GSU 54-56 0
DEPOT 57-59 0

Number of Piece Parts

in Module which Need
a New NSN N/A None 60-64 INTEGER

Average Price of Piece
Parcs Per Repair Action Dollars None 65-70 2

*LEFT JUSTIFIED
**This time is added to the OST to create the "TAT" input to SESAME.



. 4 I

Module Data

Card 2 - Equipmcnt/Repairmcn Lo Repair Module

(Not needed if both number C eqyipment and number of repairmen is 0)

Variable Units Default cc Decimal Places

First Equipment/Repa irman 1-2
Identif icat ion Number

Second Equipment/Repairman 3-4
Identification Number

Third Equipment/Repairman 5-6
Identification Number

AS MANY AS NEEDED

Thirtieth Equipment/Repairman 59-60
Identification Number

I..
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Pseudo Modula Data

Variable Units Default cc Decimal PlacesI
Pseudo Module
Identif ication

(Do not use 9999) Alphanumeric None 1-4* N/A

Pseudo Module Name Alphanumeric None 5-14 N/A

Price of Parts
Consuaed Per
Repair Average Action Dollars Notic 15-21 2

Weight of Parts
Consimed Per
Average Repair Action Pounds None 22-27 2

Essentiality Code N/A None 28 INTEGER

Total Number of Parts N/A None 29-33 0

Number of Parts
Needing a New NSN N/A None 34-38 0

*LEFT JUSTIFIED

L-.
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Application Data

Card I

Variable Units Daul aL ccD DLcinal PlcŽs

Component IdentificaLiuo Alphitinumric None 1-4" N/A

Module Identification Alphanumeric None 5-8* N/A

Mean Time Between Failures
(MTBF) of the Module
in the Component (or of
part for pseudo module) Hours None 12-20 0

Average Time to Fault
Isolate to Module and
Repair Component (remove
and replace faulty
module) plus waiting
time** Days None

ORG 21-23 0
DSU 24-26 0
GSU 27-29 0
DEPOT 30-32 0

Number (quantity) of
Special Test Equipment
aad Repairman Types N/A 0 33-34 .......

*LEFT JUSTIFIED
**These times are compiled for components and added to the OST to create

the component "TAT" inputs for SESAME.

S,



Application Data

Card 2 Equipment/Repairmen as in 1.3e

(Not needed if number of special test equipments and repairmen is 0)

Variable Units Default cc Decimal Places

First Equipment/Repairman N/A None 1-2 INTEGER
Ident ifi•cat ion Number

Time Required Ilou r , None 4-8 2

Second Equipment/Repairman N/A None 9-10 INTEGER
Identif ication Number

Time Required Hours None 12-16 2

* AS MANY AS NEEDED

*'



CHAPTER 3

PREPROCESSOR OUTPUT

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The preprocessor generates an output which can be used to

check the input data for errors. Several error messages. whichi

will be discussed in 3.3, point to specific errors in the input

data. Most of the preprocessor output is a simple listing of the

* inputs. Some computations done by the preprocessor are reflected

Sin the output, however. A sample output is given in 3.4.

3.2 NORMAL OUTPUT

Preprocessor output is divided into several sections. The

first contains end item, deployment, and general cost data. The

next section has special tesl equipment and special repairmen

data. The final sections list data associated with specific

components, modules and applications.

Most of the data listed in the first aection is

self-explanatory. The average OUPS is computed from the claimants

and the deployment density. The column headed, "policies

allowed" lists the GrE,-- maintcn~ncn e Yolices which uill be

considered by the model. The wage rate is the hourly salary of a

common repairman loaded with the cost of benefits. The base

rates are adjusted by a military loading factor at the

organization and DSU, and by a civilian loading factor at the GSU

and depot. Transportation costs between echelons are computed

from inputs. The present value per unit of various other costs

is output at the end of this section. Details of the present

value computations can be found in Appendix B.

The second section of output contains data pertaining to



special test equipment and special repairmen. Identification

numbers assigned by the user are listed under the column headed

"numbers". The only data for special test equipment that is not

input by the user is listed under the column headed "present

value". Details of this computation are Given in Appendix B.

The numbers listed under the column headed "common above" give

the highest echelon at which a special test equipment is

peculiar. It will be considered as common for all echelons above

that echelon. The only outputs not input by the user for special

repairmen are listed under the columns headed "org. DSU, GSU and

DEPOT". These values are the present value for each type of

repairman at the repair echelons. Details of the computa'.:.,s.¶

used to derive these costs are also given in Appendix B The

column headings in this section are printed even if there ,.

special test equipments or special repairmen.

The final sections of preprocessor output contain all of the N
data associated with the individual components, module5, and

applications. The component and module names are only for the

convenience of the user. The component and module ID's, iowever,

are used by the preprocessor for identification Each component,

module and application is given a reference number by the

preprocessor to aid in debugging. These numbers are cumulative.

The modules and application- are also given separate numbers

which are not cumulative. A component-' number would be the 3ame

as its reference number.

The component data has a few entries which require

explanation. The equipment count is the number of special

equipments or special repairmen needed to repair the component.

The entry in the "NSN" columns will be 0 if the component does

not have an existing NSN and 1 if it has an NSN. Pseudo

component data is a simple listing of the inputs except for the

failures per year which are derived from the MTBF and the end

item operating hours.



The module data listeo is essentially the same as the

component data. The additional columns contain inform.tisn about

module repair which has been input by the user. The "arr-shelf"

column lists the average elapsed time from the arrival of a
L

failed module at the maintenance echelon where it is to be

repaired until the time is on the shelf and ready for use. The

"new parts', column gives the number of piece parts in the module

which will reauire a new NSN if the module is to be repaired.

Tne column headed "part'. price per repair" lists the average

price of piece pzrts required for each repair action. Pseudo

module data is simply a listing of the inputs.

Each application ha, only two data outputs. The "arr-shelf"

time is the average elapsed time from the arrival at the repair

echelon of the component which has failed because of the specific

module until the component i3 on the shelf and ready for use.

The failures per year are computed from the MTBF of the module in

the component and the annual operating hours of the end item.

The equipment stack which follows the applications describes

how special test equipments and special repairmen are used to

repair the end item, components, and modules when specific

failures occur. Components, modules and applications are

identified by reference number for this list. The integer part

of a piece of equipment information is the speciel test equipment

or special repairman identification number. The fractional part

is the reciprocal of the number of special repair actions the

equipment/repairman can perform in one year.

The special test equipments and special repairmen are not

g grouped in the same manner as they are input. An

equipment/repairman listed with a compcnent is needed to repair

the end item when that component fails (See 1.3a or 1.3b).

Equipments/repairmen listed with a module are used to repair that

module (See 1.3d). Finally. equipments/repairmen listed with an
application are used to repair the component when the module



fails (See 1.3c or 1.3e). These groupings are necessary because
the module works with applications. An equipment or repairman

used to repair a component evury time it fails is input with the

component. Since the module works with applications, however,

this equipment/repairman must be listed with every application

involving that component. Similarly, an equipment or repairman

used to repair the end item must be associated with the component

that has caused it to fail. If an equipment or repairman is

needed every time the end itern faiLs, it must be associated with
every component, since the failure of any component will mean

that the equipment/repairman is needed to repair the end item.
The preprocessor performs these manipulations automatically, and
it is not essential for the user to understand the details of the

groupings.

L

3.3 ERROR MESSAGES

Thse prepro%;eszor rc sveral crrc-r messge toadi

checking input data. The program may execute normally even

though an error message is printed, but every error message
should be investigated. In addition, any time a data field on

the preprocessor output is filled with asterisks, the data for

that field should be verified. The asterisks indicate that the
number to be written in the field is too large. Since the data

fields should be big enough to accommodate the entries that are
supposed to fill them, asterisks usually indicate an error in the

input data. There can be no asterisks on the data file that is
passed to the main program.

Incorrect data cards may cause warning or error messages

that are not part of the preprocessor to be printed. These
errors must also be investigated. The preprocessor is designed

so that component, module and application data is prin'ed soon
after it is input. Thus, the user can easily identify the data

cara that is causing a problem. The bad data is most likely on
I



The preprocessor error messages and possible cau: ,s are as

follows:

a. OPERATING LIFE IS ZERO CAUSING DIVISION BY ZERO- The

operating life of the end item has been set to zero, None of the

present value computations will be torrect.

b. POLICY SELECTOR CARD INCORHECT OR MISSINC - The entries

on what is being read as the policy selector card are other than

zeros, blanks, or ones. This will. occur if the first few cards

are out of order or if a card is missing.

c. COST DATA CARD STARTS IN WRONG CARD COLUMN MUST HAVE

BLANK CARD(S) IF USING ALL DEFAULTS - The first ten columns of

the cost data card must be left blank. If some other card is

read as the cost data card, this error will occur. The cost data

card and echelon parameters card must be included in the input

deck even it* they are blank. (usin& all defaults)

d. EQUIPMENT NUMBER FIELD IS BLANK, etc. - Data for a

special test equipment wzs input without assigning an

identification number. The message gives the unit price to help

locate the incorrect data card.

e; NUMBER FIELD IS BLANK FOR REPAIRMAN, etc. - Data for a

special repairman was input wihout assigning an identification

number. The error could occur if multiple cost cards are input

for a repairman and c2 4 of the first one is incorrect. The

repairman will be identified by his salary.

f. BLANK MILITARY/CIV INDICATOR FOR REPAIRMAN, etc. - This

is a warning message. It reminds the user that since no

indicator was input, the repairman will be considered as

military. For repairmen with multiple cost cards, the incorrect

card is identified. For repairman with only one cost card, the

V -'C-:



message says that the error i: on the first cost card.

g. TRAINING COSI BLANK FOR REPAIRMAN, etc. - This message

warns the user that the training cost for a special repairman is

zero, While zero is a possible input, it is hardly realistic and

should be reconsidered. The message identifies the repairman and

the cost card where the error occurs.

h. MODULE IS A DUMMY WITH NO PARTS PRICE - The parts price

per repair action for a dummy module is zero.

i. COMPONENT XXXX HAS NOT BEEN INPUT. THIS APPLICATION IS

INCORRECT - This message precedes the printout of the incorrect

application. The component identification listed on the

application card does not match any of the component which have

been input. The component identification on the application card

must be identical to the component identification on the

component card.

,j. MODULE XXX HAS NOT BEEN INPUT. THIS APPLICATION IS

INCORRECT - This message precedes the printout of the incorrect

application. The module identification listed on the application

card does not match any of the modules which have been input.

The module identification on the application card must be

identical to the module identification on the module card.

3.4 EXAMPLE

An example of a prcýprocessor run is given in this section.

The data for this run is not meant to be realistic. It is

designed only to illustrate how the preprocessor works, The

input data deck is listed in Figure 3. The output sections

described above are shown in Figures 4a-f.
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CHAPTER 4-

FINAL OUTPUT

4.1 MAINTENANCE POLICIES

Tie final output from the model is divided into several

sections. The first section lists the maintenance policies

suggested by the model. The level at which end itc:m, component,

and module repair should be done is given for each application.

Suppose application 1 consisted of MODULE1 and COMPONENTI, and

the repair levels for end item, component and module were ORG.

DSU, and DEP respectively. This would mean that when the end

item failed because MODULE1 failed in COMPONENTI, the end item

should be repaired at the organizational level, COMPONENTI should
% - c - I %'41 *f lfl* T " 4 j U. - 4- Lb e • w i, ed a t t h e -D ,v 0n .. . . 1E -h l b e -e a i r e d a , h

'a ~jida L U d . 1 tý V Lj3UJ1  CIIU IIIV VL'U.r.L 1 I ~[U U U 1= I I= - LA L,

depot. If the component should be thrown away instead of

repaired, no repair level will be listed for the module.

To avoid the deployment of an extra special test

equipment/repairman which would be idle for mosL of the time, it

may sometimes be advantageous to have two different maintenance

policies for the same application. As an example, suppost that

one special test equipment can handle almost all repair of a

module at a DSU. Instead of buying a second piece of test

equipment to handle all repair of the module, it may be better to

ship a few modules to the GSU when the test equipment is

unavailable at the DSU. It may even be better to throw away a

few modules rather than buy an extra piec2 of speŽcial test
equipment that is hardly ever needed. When the model suggests

such a split maintenance policy, the number in the percent column

will be the fraction of repairs performed according to the

maintenance policy listed.

Certain approximations are made by the model when

I L?



considering split maintenance policies. The appro: Lmations are

not made in evaluating the costs for these policies, however.

Although the approximations do not1 introduce a significant error,

split maintenance policies suggested by the model should be

examined by the user in his sensitivity analysis. A more

detailed discussion of the approximations can be found in the

theoretical documentation to the model. [2]

The column headed, "MODULE PROMOTED", will generally be

blank. An asterisk in this column indicates that the module is

considered as an LRU for this application and is included in the

availability computation. A module is promoted if it is removed

from a component at the same level as the end item is repaired

and if the component has a washout rate of zero. If the promoted

module is the only module in the component, the MTD and RTD for

the component will be zero. The component will not be stocked

since it never washes out and the end item is repaired by

replacing the module. TIhere is no reason to stock the c omponenJt

if the module is stocked and considered in the availability

computation.

The washout rate, MTD and RTD for each component and module

are listed after the maintenancne policies. The washout rate,

which may be different from what was input, considers any throw

away decisions made by the model. The entries for a component

will-:ýe zero if all modules in the component have been promoted

as described above. The entries for a module will be zero if it

is *only-p~xV of components which are not repaired.

4.2 SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT AND REPAIRMAN REQUIREMENTS

The special test equipment/repairman requirements are

divided into two categories. The first consists of the

requirements for equipment/repairman where they are peculiar.

These equipment/repairmen are not currently located at these
echelons. The requirements are given as whole numbers since
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fractions of an equipment or of a repairman cann tt bc deployed.

Requirements for equipment/repairman where they are common, given

next, can be fractional, however. These equipment/repairmen are

already in use at the echelon. Additional equipment/repairmen

may have to be deployed, but the quantity depends on what is

currently done at the echelon. As an example, suppose a piece of

special test equipment at a DSU is only used to fifty percent of

its capacity. If the requirement for this equipment to support

the new end item were 2.4 only two more need be deployed. Three

more would have to be deployed if the requirement were 2.9.

4.3 LOGISTICS COSTS

The logistics cost section follows the test

equipment/repairman section. These costs are not true "life

cycle costs" as noted in paragraph 1. 4. The spares costs are

separated from other logistics costs. Initial spares costs are

computed from the unit price (input) and the allowances per

claimant. Consumption spares costs are given in terms of present

value. These costs are the present value of the replacement

spares that will be purchased over the operating life of' the end

item. All other logistics costs are also given in terms of

present value over the operating life of the end item. Repair

costs include the cost of technical documentation. When all of

the modules in a component have Deen promoted to LRUs, the

component is not stocked and there are no inventory costs. If a

module is only part of components that are not repaired, no

logistics costs are listed. Parts costs are listed with module

logistics costs. These costs will be zero for moJul,:s that are

not repaired. Back order costs are given for modules and parts.

These are penalty costs charged when a module or part is out of

stock. No backorder costs are charged for components since

component back orders are considered directly in the availability

computation. Back order costs for modules which have been

promoted reflect the fraction of time that the module is not

considered as an LRU. A more detailed discussion of backorder

1,-



costs is presented in the theoretical documentation cf the model.

[2 
]

The last section of o,'-put contains totals for all of the

logistics costs. The ope,-, ional availability achieved given the

suggested maintenance policies and stockage is also listed in

thi3 section.

9F
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AIPP NI1)1 X A

Preprocessor Variable List

AVAIL(J) - availability of special test equipment or special

repairman J

INPUT

DEFAULT: Test Equipment .65
Repairman .7

AVTAR - target availability

INPUT

CF - annual maintenance cost factor for special test equipment

INPUT

DEFAULT: .27

COSBIN - cost to maintain an item on the authorized stockage

list (ASL)

INPUT

DEFAULT: 30.

See Present value

COSHOL - holding cost percentage

INPUT

DEFAULT: .03

See Present value

COSNS1 - first year cataloging cost

INPUT

DEFAULT: 555.

COSNSN - present value of NSN cataloging costs

COMPUTED

COSNSN - COSNSI+COSNSR (PVF - - _ )
2(l.1)

COSNSR - annual NSN cost in subsequent years

INPUT

DEFAULT: 138



* Seq PAnt yA&ie

t,. k u4~~Q4.AL .~ aiO per page

-INPUT

DLFAUL~fr: 2.A0.

I~WAtrAJUPO~at"pg. Wi -b*A~ien. WheXgns (per pound)

(O 1.Qg -,D3, ~2 .DS-CPU, J 3: CSU -DEPOT

CPKI(j) *' Oa('T.~J)

See Present~ v4upe

'CPM tran oiztaXiork czost -Pe Il.-if1

3 1:Q;8-DS%,. i 2ý !j$q-G$U, 1 3: GSU-DE3POT

INPUT

.EF&"ITS: Qrg-D]SU .01

g DSU-~GSt ..09029

GSU-L.AOT .0903LC¶1DfEL - conacgc tko d~elay time

DSU-Org

F INPUT
D15T(J) - &ist LJ~e l)etwkell: er,3p (i1~

J 1 Or&-1)$.U.. 3 -! 2:, D.54GSU, 3 3: GSU-DEPOT

llNP'UT

PDFAMPTS: oi&-DrU 7

ZS4-UU 250

1J. I- PUY- T 3500

AWQ(W) -. Ost .Of tte-Ghlk4ral- AWuM ttioi 9i qjA~pone~ntjmoduJle I

Kr



COMPUTED

PAGE(I) * COSTD

DWK - days in workwýiek aL echelon J

INPUT

DEFAULTS: Org 7

DSU 5

CSU 5

DEPOT 5

EIDI, EID2 - end item identification

INPUT

EQCST(J,K) - preseut value of special test equipment/repairman J

I. at echelon K

Test Equipment; EVP + CF * EUP * PV1 I ETC + REPC5T
I.I Repairman; (SAL * (I + FL) + TRMOS/RTR) * PVF

EQPEC - highest echelon at which a special test equipment or repairman

is peculiar

INPUT
I-

DEFAULT: 4 (DEPOT)

*-: EQPLA - lowest echelon at which a special test equipment or repairman

is allowed

.1 INPUT

DEFAULT: I (Org)

EQSTK (integer part) - lisL of equipments needed by component, module
I".

' and application

-COMPUTED

ERR - erroneous rtnoval rute

INPUT

V~ DEFAULT: .1

"C~



F-F

F:-:TC -,ne ýiio .uttlat4 s for, -optaral. test equipment

F 'INPUT

- PEFAWLTh 0

K ::TN -,te rqvic&$o SD14l rqpairmaz' or test qquipvn -for

- en i~s rp~irassg~aed with specif ic component or component

I- INPUT

IC ,.4apqqaa1 -test oqaime4Mnit price.

I. INPUT

K~~~~~~ AAI tamr at~f*g4vJt in a particular component

H :.xI"UT: ..KTBF. of.sodult in qomponent

.QX ED: VAIL aOH/HTDF

I-- i.e. failures per vyear

K -jL -.,salary 2,oading £acp.or for, special repairian

tIN1-UT

KPFUZ.TS: .Military .,68 2

.Civ ilian .45

- 'ID(I) - Cosponent orso44vte,:daqttftcation

INPUT

IDLL) ~idn~4tcaionij~e:of component in application L

1U3(L) - 4eatiLficacion number of qtQ4vile ia appligation L

COMl? )ED

L%



IESS - essentiality code of component or module

INPUT

INDSTK(1) - ond of equipment stack for compJonent, module (,r

application I

COMPUTED

IPOL(I) - policy indicator

IPOL(=) 1 if policy I is allowed

INPUT

DEFAULT: 0 (policy not considered)

IREP - number of times a special test equipment must be purchased

COM1PUTED

IRSC - retail stockage criterion

INPUT

IVSYS - SESAME supply support systems

V - vertical support

D - direct exchange

N - non-vertical support

INPUT

MAXEQ - maximum special test equipment/repairman identification number

COMPUTED

M.CTBF - mean calendar time between failures of end item

COMPUTED

MCTBF = MTriF*365./Oii

MIL - military!civilian indicaLor

1: military, '2 civilian

INPUT

DEFAU•IT: 0 - assumes military and prints warning message

*5'7



-TB mean tinie. betweern I:4l-ures, of end. itea,. (hour-s)

INPUT

MTR -mean time~ to repair (houps)

INPUT

DEFAUJLT: .25

MW- ind~icates wulti')Ie cost cards for speciaL repa;irtmp.

INPUT

DEFAULT.: 0 (one set of cost,* for all eche~lps)

NA1! - n.utiber of appliqgtiono.

C014PUT&D

NEQ -. number of special.. tes~t equi ".tps, for, a couaponent or %lq&ULa

INPUT

DEFAULT =0

-I test. equiprmerat life

COMPUTED

NLE = UL

N11.ET -

NLZT - NLF,,*IRXPE

NILIFE - end item, !.if e

bILIFE. - OLI1FE.

NLRUJ - number of cogkponrkets

COMPUTrED



NNSN - new NSII in.dicator: 0 if component or module does not have an

exi.iting NSN. 1 if component or module has an existing NSN.

INPUT

DEFAULT; 0

NREP - number of special repairmen for a component or module

iNPUT

DEFAULT; 0

NSPEC - indicators for special test equipment/repairmen to repair

end item associated with specific components

INPUT

DEFAULT: 0

NSRU - number of modules

COMPUTED

NSTACK(I) - ntumber of special test equipment/repairmen associated

with componenL, module or application

INPUT

NSTKT - temporary number of equipments in STK5

INPUT: if NSPEC - 1 1

NSTKI - number of special test equipments/repairmen to repair end-item

INPUT

DEFAULT: 0

NSTK2(I) - number of special test equipment/repairmen for component

repair

COMPUTED: NEQ+N REP



NSTY,3(1)3 - number Qf special tekt equipment/gepairmen for module repair

COMPUTED: NLE-NRD

NSTW4(-I) - number of specl 4j• eq qqu*Rpi;ents/repairm1eu forL qompop.t

repair 4ssociated "4ith specit.fi module, application I

INPUT

DEFAULT: 0

NSTK(I) - number of special tes5 equipiqots/repairXDeOV for qu4 n tem

repair associa.te, w~itl1 4peaif1c componea~t I

COMPUTED: from NS&T--

OH - end item operating hors, per year..

INUr

OLIFE - operating life (years) of end. item

2NPUT

OPSL - operating safety level

INPUT

OPCHR - number of hours 4n organ ia.i..qf works in a year

COMPUTED

ORGR - SHOUPS (1) * DWK(1) * 52

OST(J) - order qhip time (days) betw.en achelo"

J-1: ORG -- DSU, 4-4: PSU-GSU, J=3: GSU-DEPOT

J-4z Procuremen.X Lead tim_

INPUT

PAGE - number of pages of teqc1mic.l 4oqiou*ntation required for

component or module repair.

INPUT



PARTSP - average price of piece parts used in repair of a module

INPUT

See present value

PARTSR - number of parts rcquiring an NSN in a module

INPUT

PVF - present value factor for recurring costs

COMPUTED

PVF _ ; + 1 - 1 . 1 -(NLIFE-1) + 1
.1 2(1.1) NLIFE

FATL- common labor rates

See present value

INPUT - base rate per hour

DEFAULTS: oKG 6
DSU 9
GSU 17.25
D17POT 17.25

COMPUTB: loaded rate

ORG, DSU RATL- RATL*l.682
GSU, DEPOT RATL-RATL*l.45

REPC(I,J) - common labor cost to repair component or module I at level J

COMPUTED
THTR*RATL (J)

S

See present value

REPCST - special test replacement equipment cost

COMPUTED:

( 1 .1 -(NLET.-1) + 1.1 -NLET) /2*EUP

RTR - turnover period for special repairmen (year)

INPUT

DEFAULTS: Military 2.5
Civilian 5.0

6/



SAL - annual salary of special reairmen

INPUT

SHOURS(3) - hours in a workday at echelon J

INPUT

SDEFAUL'S: ORG 16
DSU 12
GSU 8
DEPOT 8 - .

STK1 - list of 3pecial test equ;pmentalrepadrmen to repair e item

INPUT

STKZ - list of special test equipmenta/repairmen-to repair components

(added to application with that component)

STK3 - list of special tesL oquipmeats/repairmwn to repair vaodules

INPUT

STK4 - list ot special tLust - for 4ppliCatiOnS

"INPUT

STK5 - list of special test equipmentr/repairmeu for end item repair
Il-

that are associated with specific component failure

INPUT

TAT - The average elapsed trmo from turn in of a failed ice. at the

maintenance unit until that item is repair•4 and ready for usta.

INPUT for modulers

INPUT by application

CONMPL•ED for components from application data

TEQSTK - fractional part of EQSTK

reciprocal of number of repair acLioas which can be performed

by a special test equipment/repairman in one year



COMPUTED:

(1) End itcau repair
MTR/(ORGHR*AVAIL)

(2) End item repair associated with specific

component ETIME/(ORGHR*AVAIL)

(3) Component repair
TMTR (of component)/(ORGIR*AVAIL)

(4) Module repair
TMTR (xiodu 1 e) / (ORCILR*AVAIL)

(5) Application (repair component with specific

module) ETIME/(ORGHR*AVAIL)

TMTR - common repairman time (hours) for component or module repair

INPUT

TRAT(J) - ratio of operating hours at

J-I; ORG, J-2: DSU, J-3 GSU, J-4: DEPOT

to operating hours at ORG

COMPUTED:

TRA'i(J) - SHOURS(J)*DWK(J)*52./ORGHR

TRMOS - training cost for special repairman

INPUT

DEFAULT: 0 prints error message

UL - special test equipment useful life (years)

INPUT

DEFAULT: OLIFE

UP - unit prize of component or module

INPUT

See present value

UPEI - end item cost

INPUT



W1 -WAshouL ra.ý of componenLt or uqo44le

INPUT

Wq w eigh t of CUQI Ijp)n fCPL or uiuva ui c

IiWUT

S 
if
L/



A1PPENDIfX B

Present 'Value Foxmxulat~ion

Freseia vailua of re,'urritig costs is computed using a 10% discount.
rate as pet! DoDI 7041.3

pVF ½+1 .

.1. + 2(. 1 LIFE

Variables Which Consider Present Value

COSNSN -COSNSI + COSNSR (PVF ½-

COSBIN - COSBI'N*PVF + COSBINI

COSREQ - COSR.Q*PVF

NRATL - RATL*FVF

ElcQCST - ELT+CF*EITP*P-V1+ETC+REP CST (equipment)

- (SAL*(1 .+PL)+TRU-OS/RTR) *PV (repairmen)

I VCOSTRA - COSTRA*PV

Pipeline Stock

UP - UP + COSHOL*UPAPVF

PARTS? PARTS P + COSHQL*PARTSP*PVF

Replenishmaent stock

PARTS? PAU-TSP*PVF



,. ,1 j

APPENDIX C

Definitions of input Variables

I. End Item Card

End Iteem Price: The unit purchase price of one end item.

Operating Life: The expected number of years the end itej is to be sapported.
This variable i5 used to compare one-time costs with annual recurring costs.*

Operating Hours/Y, r: The number of hours that the end item operates in one
year. This value is used to convert mean time between failure data into failures
per year.*

Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF): The MTBF of the end item, This value is used
in the computation of operational availability.

Mean Time to Repair End Item: The average time it takes for end item ropair.
Include in this variable the time required to transport the end item to the
organization or the time it takes organizational personnel to travel to the user.
This time is used in the computation of operational availability.

Availability Target: The desired operational availability of the end item.*

Erroneous Removal Rate: The percent of removals of operational iLems. All
failure rates are increased by this percentage to reflect the burden placed on
the maintenance and supply system by the removal of operational components and
4odules.

Number of Equ.pinent/Repairman Types for end Item Repair: This variable tells the
preprocessor how many equipments/repairmen identification numbers to look for on
the next card. These are equipments/repairmen needed to repair the end item
whenever it fai)ls as described in paragraph 1.3a.

indicator (1) for Eguipmernt/Repairmen as Described in Pare 1.3b: This is only an
indicater variable. If it is equal to one (1), the preprooesor expects
equipment/repairmen as described in paragraph 1.3b to be input. If it is equal
to zero, no equipment/repairmen needed to repair the end item when specific
component failures are expected.

MTBF Multiplier: All MTBFs, including the end item, are multiplied by this
lac-r_ 2  M1 variabie is used in performing sensitivity analysea.

2B
2. Equipment/Repairmen to Repair end Item Whenever It Fails

Thi3 card contains a list of the identification numbers of equipment/repairmen
that are needed to repair the end item whenever it fails. This card is included

only if the variable in CC 62 of the end item card is non-zero.

3. Equipment/Repairmen to Repair Eid Item When Specific Components Fail

(6 •



Component Identification: The four character alphanumeric identification of the
component whose failure necessitates the use of a special equipment or repairmen
to repair the end item.

Number of Equipment/Repairmen Associated with This Component: How many
equipment/repairmen types are required to repair the end item when this specific
co, onent fails. This variable tells the preprocessor how many
equipmentirepairmen identification numbers to look for on the next card.

A Time Needed: The length of time each particular test equipment/repairman will be
needed when the specific component fa~ls.

4. Deployment Information Card

Retail Stockage Criterion: The number of demands per year that must be
experienced by a retail stock point to qualify for stookage of a spare of that
part. It is usually six per year for all items except aircraft, missile systems,
and ammunition which all require three. This number is the basis of SIP stock.*

SESAME Support System Indicator: The supply support system that is used by
SESAME ircomputing stockage levels. Under a vertical sy.;tem (V), the USU
performs a normal supply mission. Under a non-vertioal system (N), the GSU
performs a maintenance function and stocks only those items removed and replaced
at the GSU in quantities necessary to provide shop stock. If an item is repaired
by a GSU it is assumed that the item is being repaired for a DSU on a job order
basis, and that it is returned immediately. The repair time is considered in
computing DSU stock. Under a direct exchange system (D), the GSU is permitted to
stock only those items which are repaired at the GSU. These items are stocked if

the number of issues at the GSU equals or exceeds the stockage criterion.*

Claimants: The number of maintenance/supply shops at each echelon which support
the end item in the fiuldc

Density: The total number of end items which are fielded.*

Order Ship Time: The time between th, initiation of a stock replenishment action
and the receipt of the material by the requesting activity.*

Procurement Lead Time: The time it takes for the wholesaler to procure spares
from the manufaZturer.*

Contact Team Delay Time: The time it takes for a DSU contact team to travel to
the organization or for the end item to be evacuated to the DSU for repair and
returned to the user. In either case, repair is considered as being performed by
the DSU. Do not include actual repair time in this variable since it will be
added automatically. The contact team delay time is added to the end item
downtime whenever the end item is repaired by the DSU.'

Operating Level: The number of days worth of stock intended to sustain normal
operation during the interval between receipt of replenishment shipment and
suL.-ission of a subsequent replenishment requisition,*



5. Policy Selector Card: The GEMM policies that are to be considered are
indicated on this card. In the current version of the model only policies I
through 25 should be considered.

6. Echelon Parameters card

Shift Hours Per Day: The number of hours per day that an echelon is open for
maintenance.9

Days in Workweek: The number of days per week that a maintenance echelon
operates.*

Common Labor Rate: The unloaded hourly labor rate for a common repairman. The
salary is loaded by the model at a rate of 45% for Depot and GSU (civilian
loading rate) and 68.2% for DSU and organization (military loading rate).*

Distance between Echelons: The average one way distance between echelons.*

Transportation Cost Per Pound/Mile: The cost of shipping one pound one mile
between echelons.*

7. Cost Farameters Card

First Year Cataloging Cost: The initial cost to obtain an NSN for a new item
entering the inventory systeim.*

Subseauent Years Cataloging Cost: The annual cost of maintaining the new NSN in
the inventory system.*

Annual Cost to Maintain an Item in ASL; The annual administrative cost of
stocking an item at an echelon.*

I-.....•t, Holding , .n_. Perentaue: Annual invent )ry holding costs are oomputed
as a percentage of the dollar value of stock. This percentage 13 multiplied by
the pipeline stockage to give inventory holding costs.*

Cost per Requisition: The cost tu process a requisition. It is assumed that
every demand for an item results in a requisition. There is a limit, however, of
twelve requisitions per item per year.*

Cost of Technical Locumentation per Pa•: The cost of one page of teohnical
documentation needed for repair of' a component or module. The resulting
documentation cost is incurred only if the item is repaired.

One Time Cost to Add a Line to ASL: Thu initial cost of adding a line to an
authorized stockage 113t (AM.*

8. Special Test Equipment Card

Equi men'. Identification Number: A number between 1 and 30 which identifies the
test equipment.



.J~ 4

Equipment Price: The per unit purchase price of a piece of test equipment. The

amount of test equipment required will be determined by the model. Research and

development costs should not be included in this figure.

Useful Life: The expected life of the test equipment. If this life is less than

the end item life, the test equipment will be replaced when it wears out. No

salvage value is considered.(* cnly if common)

Annual Maintenance Cost Factor: This percentage will be multiplied by the test

equipment purchase price to yield the annual cost to maintain the test equipment.

Test equipment maintenance costs are treated in this simple manner to limit the

input data required to run the model.(* only if commor.)

Other One-Time Initial Costs Any other one-time, per un 4.t cost as

installation associated with a piece of test equipment.(* only if commo"C

Availability: The percent of time that a piece of test equipment is ave.. -;

for use. If an organization operates 2080 hours per year and the test equipki.'•.

availability is .80, then the equipment has 2080 x .80 = 1664 available test

hours.

Highest Echelon at Which Peculiar: This variable tells tne model where a tet4
equipment is common and peculiar. An entry of 2 means the equipment is p~euliar'

at Org and DSU and common at GSU and Depot. In the current model, a test.

equipment must at least be peculiar at the organizational level. Integer

requirements are computed for test equipment where Jt is pecullar. The

requirements for a test equipment where it is common can be fraotionalAt

Lowest Echelon at Which Can Be Placed: The lowest echelon at which the test

equipment will be authorized. An entry of 2, for example, means that the

equipment is not allowed at the organizational level.*

9. Spe•ial RepaiLrmIan Data

Identification Number: A number between 1 and 30 which identifleb the repuirman.

A special repairman and a special test equipmeut cannot have thc. same

identification numbur.

Military/Civilian Indicator: A variable used to indicate whether, a special

realrman IT military or civilian. Military and civilian repairmen have

different default values for salary loading factor and turnover rate.

Annual Salar,: The base (unloaded) salary of the repa'rwman.*

Salary Loading Factor; This percentage is used to load the annual salary of the

special repairman with benefits, overhead, etc.*

Trainina Cost per Man: The cost of training each special repairmbn.c

Turnover: The average length ef time a zpecial repairman staya at the same

maintenance location. After this period of time a new repairman must be



trainedt*

Availability: The percent of time this special repairman is available. If the
organization operates 2080 hours per year and the speoial repairman availabilitj
is .80, than the repairman is available 2080 x .80 = 1664 hours per year.*

Highest Level at. Which Peculiar: Sarie as for test equipment.*

Lowest Echelon at Which Can Be Placed: Same as for test equipment.*

10. Component Data

Component Identification: The four character alphanumeric identification of the
component. This identifies the component for use in the preprocessor. Each
component mubt have a unique ideritifier.

Component Name: Any ten character name to identify the component for the user.

Component Price: The price that one expects to pay for spare components.

W.iih: The packaged shipping weigh" of the component.

Essentiaiity Code; A componenL cviej 1, 5, 5 7 i s -eritial to the operation o^f
the end item. A component coded 3, 6 or blank is not essential and is not
considered in the availability computation.

Washout Rate: The percent of failures that are non-reparable because of physical
damage, loss, etc. I

Repairman Time: The amount of hands-on repairman time (common or special)
required to repair the components. Component repair consists of isolation to rnd
removal and replacement of a faulty module. This time is also used to coa.ipute
test equipment requirements. It is assumed that a piece of test equipment is
required for the entire time the repairman is working on the component.

Number of Pages of Technical Documentation: The number of pages of technical
documentation that must be purchasec if the component is repaired. Test Program:, V

Set (TPM) development cost can be considered in this variable. If the TPS costs
$1CO.000 and the cost of technical documentation is $200 per page, the number of
pages entered would be 500 plus the number of pages in the technical manual
devoted to repair of the component. This cost is incurred only if the component
is repaired.

New NSN Indicator: This variable should be set to one (1) if the component has
an existing NSN. Tf it is zero, no NSN exists and the cost of acquiring one is
incurred

Number (Quantity) of Special Test Equipment Types, Number (Quantity) of Special
Repairmen Types: The sum of these two variables tells the preprocessor how many
special test equipment/repairmen identification numbers to look for on the next
data card.

"7/, -_'



11. Pseudo Component Data

Pseudo Component Identification, Pseudo Component Name: Same as for component.

Price of Parts Consumeo Per Average Repair Action: An average repair action of a
pseudo component results in the replacement of some parts. The price of the
parts used in an average repair action iz to be entered here,

Weight of Parts Consumed Per Average Repair Action: The weight of the parts
replaced in an average repair action.

Essentiality Code; Same as for component.

Total Number of Parts: The total number of parts that have been grouped together
to form a pseudo component.

Number of Parts Needing a New NSN: The numbcr of parts described above which do
not have an existing NSN.

Mean Time Between Faiures (MTBF) for a Representative Part: The average mean
time between failures, hTBF.., for n parts is computed as follows:

1 -1 1 + 1 +.,.+

M-F av •n MTBF 1  MT8F 2  MTBBFr )

The number of failures of an average part is computed from MTBF and the end
item operating hours. The failures are multiplied by the total Umber of parts
in the main program to yield the number of failures of the pseudo component.

12. Module Data

Identification, Name, Price, Weight, Essentialit Code, Washout, Repairman Tithe,
Pages of Technical Documentation, New NSN n atr Number of Specil Test
Equipment Types, Number of Special Repairman Types: Same as for components.

Average Time to Repair Module Including Waiting Time NOT Including Shipping Time:
The average elapsed time from the arrival of a failed module at the maintenance
echelon wlhere it is to be repaired until the module is repaired and ready for
use, This time includes waiting time, processing time, and actual repair time,
It does not include shipping time.*

Number of Piece Parts in Module Which Need a New NSN: If the module is repaired,
the cost of obtaining NSNs for the new repair parts will be added. It will not
be added if the module is thrown away.

Average Price of Piece Parts per Repair Action: A module repair action results
in the replacement of piece parts. The cost of the parts used in an average
repair action is entered here. This amount will be charged for each module
repair action.

13. Pseudo Module Data

-. - - - - - -~ b : ,/tr



All pseudo module data is the same as pseudo component data. The MTBF for a

representative part is, however, entered on the application card.

14. Application Data

Component Identification: The four character alphanumneric identification of the
component.

Module Identification: The four character alphanumeric identification of the
module. An application consists of a component and module pair.

Mean Time Betwen Failure (MTBF) of the Module in the Component: The MTBF of the
module is entered here. If the module iz part of several components, the MTBF A

must be entered separately for each application. Multiple occurences of a module
in the same component should be entered as one application with the MTBFs
combined. The number of failures of the module in each component will be
computed by the model and added to obtain the total number module failures. In
the case of a pseudo module, the MTEF of a representative part, which is computed
in the same way as described above for a pseudo component, is entered here.

Average Time to Fault Isolate to Module and Repair Component, etc.: The average
elapsed time from the arrival of the failed coutponent at the maintenanoe echelon
until the component is repaired and ready for use. This time Includes waiting
time, processing time, time to fault isolate to the modult, avd Liwe to remove
and replace the faulty module. It does NOT include shipping time.*

Number (Quantity) of Special Eguipmeit and Repairman Typea: This variable tells
the preprocessor how many test equipment/repairman identification numbers and
repaii, times to read from the next data card.

Equipment/Repairman Identification Number: The iduntification number(s) of the
test equipment/repairman necessary to repai^ the component. when the particular
module fails.

, .. . length .. o... .ime eh particular test equipment/repairman is
needed when this module fails in this component.

Note: Possible government furnished data indicated by an gsterisk ()

J4


